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Abstract
The paper details two linear-time algorithms, one for the partition of the boundary line of a digital
region into digital straight segments, and one for calculating the minimum length polygon within a
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algorithms are compared with respect to convergence speed and number of generated segments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent literature for image analysis still recommends di�erent formulas combining numbers of local space con�gura-
tions along the curve or along the boundary of a digital region for estimating the length of a digital curve, or of the
perimeter of a digital planar object. One aim of the present paper is to draw (again) the attention to the fact that it
is well-known for several years that these methods are imprecise and, what is more important, their precision cannot
be improved by increasing the resolution of the digitization. >From the convergence point of view the estimation of
a perimeter behaves essentially di�erent as compared to the estimation of the area of a planar measurable region:
the area may be estimated by means of counting the number of space elements such as grid points, or unit squares
contained in the object.10 This estimate converges to the true area for measurable regions in the Euclidean plane.
Estimates of the length of a Jordan curve cannot be based on counts of space elements such as grid edges or grid
diagonals. The scaled counts may not change at all when the grid resolution is increased, and may di�er by up to
41% for di�erent orientations of an otherwise identical curve before digitization.

This paper presents a comparison of two methods, abbreviated as (i) DSS method which is based on a partition
of a digital curve into digital straight segments,2 and (ii) MLP method which is characterized by the calculation
of the minimum length polygon in an open boundary of a digital region.11 Both methods allow the calculation of
curve length or perimeter, respectively, of digital curves or of simply-connected digital sets. For both techniques it
is known that the measured curve length converges towards the true value if an Euclidean convex region is digitized
with increasing grid resolution.4,12 These theorems comprise the theoretical fundamentals of this paper. The paper
presents a linear-time DSS algorithm3 and a new linear-time MLP algorithm. For both methods further algorithms
have been discussed elsewhere, for example three linear-time DSS algorithms1 and basic ideas of MLP algorithms.12

The paper also compares both methods with respect to speed of convergence and number of generated segments.
The paper deals with closed-loop curves (perimeters of regions) only. However, the discussed algorithms may also
be easily modi�ed for open-loop curves.

2. FUNDAMENTALS

Digital regions are described in this paper by means of abstract cellular complexes (ACC's) C = [E;B; dim]. See
Listing8 for historic origins, and Rinow9 and Kovalevsky5 for de�nitions, theorems and results. E is the set of
elements or cells, and B is an antisymmetric, irreexive, and transitive binary relation called bounding relation. If
B(e0; e00) then it is common to say that e0 bounds e00, for e0; e00 2 E. An integer valued function dim(e) speci�es
the dimension of element e 2 E. A k-cell is a cell of dimension k. A cell can only bound another cell of a greater
dimension. If one cell bounds another one then they are called incident with each other. A cell is also incident with



itself. Thus the incidence relation is symmetric, reexive and not transitive. The transitive hull of the incidence
relation is the connectivity relation thus de�ning the topological notion of connected subsets in ACC's.

We demonstrate in what follows that cellular complexes also allow to introduce grid continua13 which have been
used as the conceptual basis of the MLP method. The DSS method has been already discussed based on notations
and results of ACC's.4

2.1. Boundary and Open Boundary of a Digital Region

The intention of both methods is to be applied for the measurement of the length of an open-loop or closed-loop
curve in image analysis. We consider closed-loop curves as boundaries of regions and open-loop curves as subsets of
the boundaries. A digital region is a result of the digitization of an analog region. A digital curve is the boundary,
or a connected subset of a boundary of a digital region. For an exact speci�cation of the notions of digital regions
and their boundaries we start with the citation of a few basic notions of the topology of ACC's.

A subcomplex C0 = (E0; B0; dim0) of a given complex C = (E;B; dim) is a complex whose set E0 is a subset of E
and the relation B0 is the intersection of B with E0 � E0. The dimensions do not change, dim0(e) = dim(e). Thus
to de�ne a subcomplex it su�ces to de�ne the corresponding subset E0. Therefore all subcomplexes of C may be
regarded as subsets of E and it is always possible to apply operations of the set theory, such as union, intersection,
complement etc. to subcomplexes of one and the same complex. A subcomplex S of C is called open in C if for
every cell e0 of S all elements of C which are bounded by e0 are also contained in S. We consider only �nite sets.
Therefore there exists the smallest open subset of C containing e, for each cell e 2 C. It is called the smallest

open neighborhood of e in C and will be denoted by SON(e; C). We consider a two-dimensional digital image as a
two-dimensional Cartesian ACC. A two-dimensional Cartesian ACC5 is a Cartesian product (cross product) of two
one-dimensional ACC's which may be considered to be coordinate axes. It contains cells of dimensions 0, 1 and 2.
We call the 2-cells pixels, the 1-cells cracks and the 0-cells points.

Graphically we represent pixels as squares, cracks as sides of squares, and points as vertices of squares allowing
us to visualize the bounding relation of an ACC: a crack bounds a pixel if the crack is represented as a side of the
square representing the pixel, a point bounds a crack if the point is represented as an end point of the line segment
representing the crack, and a point bounds a pixel if the point is represented as a vertex of the square representing
the pixel. In a Cartesian complex the cells may be organized in rows and columns thus composing a regular grid.
The grid may be drawn orthogonally. Note that this possible way (!) of representing Cartesian ACC's does not (!)
imply that cells of an ACC would be subsets of the Euclidean plane. Cells of an ACC are not composed of any
\smaller" objects, they are indivisible units of di�erent categories where each category is de�ned by its dimension.
The main idea of using ACC's is to have a structure which contains a �nite number of elements and therefore may
be stored and processed by computers while possessing a topology in the classical sense9 of this notion. An ACC
ful�lls this requirement. A subcomplex S is homogeneously two-dimensional if any cell in S is either a 2-cell, or it
bounds a 2-cell of S. A digital region is a connected, homogeneously two-dimensional subcomplex. For simplicity we
consider only simply-connected regions in this paper. Other cases may be reduced to this one.

Let S � C be a digital region. The boundary or frontier Fr(S;C) relative to C is de�ned as in classical topology:
it is the subset of all cells of C whose SON's intersect both S and its complement C n S. The boundary of S may
also be denoted as @S if there is no need to explicitly specify the complex C. It is easy to see that the SON of a
pixel consists of the pixel itself. The SON of a crack contains the crack and the two pixels bounded by it. The SON
of a point contains the point itself and the four cracks and four pixels bounded by it. Thus the boundary of a digital
region consists of cracks and points and contains no pixels.

The problem under consideration consists in estimating the perimeter of a preimage of a digital region S while
analyzing S. The estimate is expected to be \close" to the perimeter of the preimage of S which is assumed to be
a region in the Euclidean plane having a Jordan curve as its boundary. To be more precise, the goal consists in
ensuring multigrid convergence towards the true perimeter. Multigrid digitization is speci�ed later on in Section 4
where a preimage is digitized into a digital region S.

The boundary @S of a digital region S may be always subdivided into digital straight segments (DSS's). The
exact de�nition of a DSS is given in Section 2.2. The DSS method is de�ned by partitioning a boundary into digital
straight segments each of maximum length. Its result may vary with the chosen starting position. See Fig. 1 for



clockwise and counterclockwise partitions for of a digital region. Typically, a DSS algorithm traces the boundary
crack by crack and subdivides it into maximum length digital straight segments. A linear-time o�-line algorithm is
contained in [2], and linear-time on-line algorithms in [1]. The algorithm presented in this paper follows [3]. This
algorithm detects for each maximum length DSS the coordinates of its end points and calculates the length of each
DSS as the Euclidean distance between these points. The sum of the lengths of these DSS's is �nally used as the
DSS estimate of the perimeter of the given digital region.

Originally the MLP method11{13 has been de�ned using the notion of a grid continuum. However, the notion
of an open boundary5 of a digital region is suitable as well. The open boundary of a region S in the ACC A is the
subcomplex containing all 1- and 2-cells whose closures intersect both the region and its complement A n S (see
De�nition 13 in [5]). This is dual to the boundary which consists of 0- and 1-cells. Two cells e1, e2 of an ACC A

are called adjacent in A if they are not identical and there exists in A a cell incident with both of them. A sequence
(e1, e2, ..., e2n) of alternating 1- and 2-cells in which each cell ei with 1 < i < 2n is incident with exactly two
cells ei�1 and ei+1, the cell e1 is incident with e2n and e2 and the cell e2n is incident with e2n�1 and e1 is called
a simple closed-loop 2-path. The notion of a simple closed-loop 2-path is analog to that of a simple closed-loop
one-dimensional grid continuum.11{13 The di�erence is that such a simple closed-loop 2-path consists of a �nite
number of abstract cells while the corresponding grid continuum is a subset of the Euclidean plane consisting of a
�nite number of grid squares. If the open boundary of a digital region is a simple closed-loop 2-path then it may
be used for the computation of the perimeter of the region in the same way as a grid continuum. The advantage
of doing so is the simplicity of calculating the open boundary of a digital region. Unfortunately, there exist regions
whose open boundaries are no simple closed-loop 2-paths (see for example Fig. 2, right). Here, the open boundary
"is between" a boundary line L1 and a demarcation line L2 of an expanded digital region. However, the suggested
method may be still used as explained below.

A simple closed-loop one-dimensional grid continuum is analog to the closure of a simple closed 2-path. It is easy
to see that the open boundary of any digital region contains (at least) one simple closed 2-path (Fig. 2, right). The
MLP method originally consists in �nding the shortest polygonal curve, called the MLP, lying completely in a given
simple one-dimensional closed-loop grid continuum and encircling the boundary line L1. It is uniquely de�ned.12

Figure 2, left, illustrates the de�nition of the MLP. For consistency reasons we replace the polygonal line, which is a
subset of the Euclidean plane, by a graph (the same as a one-dimensional ACC) consisting of a single (closed-loop or
non closed-loop) one dimensional path whose vertices are assigned to the 0-cells of the ACC containing the region.
The edges of the graph are neither Euclidean line segments nor DSS's. They are simply abstract edges of the graph.
The length of an edge is de�ned as the Euclidean distance between the vertices incident with the edge. The length
of the graph is the sum of the lengths of its edges. We call the graph the abstract polygonal line (APL). Now the
MLP-problem consists in �nding the APL of minimum length which contains the given digital region and does not
intersect the demarcation line. This problem statement requires some additional de�nitions which may be found in
Section 2.3.

digital region Sboundary

end point of a DSS

analog preimage

Figure 1. Examples of the partition of the boundary into maximal DSS's starting at the uppermost-leftmost point
in S. Left: clockwise. Right: counterclockwise.
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Figure 2. Left: An example of the open boundary and its minimum length polygon for the same preimage (dashed
line) as in Fig. 1 under a di�erent digitization scheme (see Section 4). Right: A digital region S with cavity A ("hole
entrance of width 1") and cavity B (width 2) illustrating two types of problems which may arise.

2.2. Digital Straight Segments

Digital straight lines may be de�ned based on the notion of a half plane. For that reason we have to assign coordinates
to all cells of the complex C. In general the theory of ACC's allows the speci�cation of topological coordinates of
cells6: Consider a one-dimensional cellular complex consisting of an alternating sequence of 0- and 1-cells. These cells
are uniquely numbered by integers specifying topological coordinates for all 0- and 1-cells. For making the di�erence
of the coordinates of two adjacent 0-cells equal to one, which is common in image processing and important for the
algorithm presented below, we divide the topological coordinates by two. Thus the coordinates of 0-cells remain
integers and that of 1-cells become half-integers. A Cartesian ACC possesses topological coordinates: a 0-cell has
both X- and Y-coordinate as integers; a 1-cell has one integer and one half-integer coordinate; a 2-cell has two
half-integer coordinates. In this presentation we shall only deal with the coordinates of 0-cells which are integers.

A digital half-plane in a two-dimensional Cartesian ACC A is the set of all cells of A whose coordinates satisfy a
given linear inequality. It has been proved that a digital half plane satis�es the de�nition of a digital region. Thus
the boundary of a digital half plane may be de�ned accordingly. A DSS is a connected subset of the boundary of a
digital half-plane. It follows that a DSS contains no pixels (2-cells) and consists only of cracks and points as stated
above for boundaries of digital regions in general.

Note that this is not the only way for de�ning straight lines in �nite spaces. In principle there are (at least) two
kinds of DSS's7 considered in the literature on digital geometry: the �rst one is the DSS as de�ned above consisting
of cracks and points which is also called a boundary DSS, and a second one, called a visual DSS, is a sequence of
pixels whose topological coordinates satisfy two linear inequalities. The latter kind of the DSS's is more widely
represented in the literature since a DSS of this kind is easy to visualize on a computer screen while a boundary

X

Y

StartP StartN EndN

EndP

digital curve

negative base

positive base

DSS

current point

Figure 3. The features of a DSS used for recognition.



DSS requires some additional e�orts for visualization.7 On the other hand, boundary DSS's describe boundaries of
regions and, being mathematical curves of zero width, they may easily be used in solutions of various problems in
digital geometry. Boundary DSS's have been chosen for solving the problem of subdividing a given digital curve into
DSS's of maximum length, where a digital curve is an alternating sequence of points and cracks. It may or may not
be a closed loop.

We consider the given digital curve as being directed. This means that every crack has one starting point and
one end point following a unique global orientation of the curve.

Definition 2.1. Given is an ordered pair of points (P1; P2) whose coordinates are (X1; Y1) and (X2; Y2), corre-
spondingly, the digital half-plane HP de�ned by the inequality

H(X;Y ) = (X �X1) � (Y2 � Y1)� (Y � Y1) � (X2 �X1) � 0 (1)

is called based on (P1; P2). We denote the half-plane based on (P1; P2) by HB(P1; P2).

Note that H(X;Y ) is equal to 0 for the coordinates of both P1 and P2. The order of the points in the pair speci�es
the sign of H. Consider an oriented digital curve CV as a sequence of alternating points and cracks containing at
least two points. The points of CV are indexed by integers from 1 to N , the point P1 being the starting and PN
being the end point of CV. The diameter of a pair of points is the Euclidean distance between these points.

Definition 2.2. Consider all ordered pairs of points (Pi; Pi+a), a > 0, of CV such that the digital half-plane

HB(Pi; Pi+a) based on this pair contains all points of CV. A pair of maximum diameter satisfying this condition is

called the base of CV and the corresponding half-plane the base half-plane of CV. The �rst point of the pair is called
the starting point of the base, the second one is its end point.

Let H(X;Y ) be the value of the left side of equation 1 while (X1; Y1) are the coordinates of the starting point of the
base and (X2; Y2) are those of its end point. If the condition H(X;Y ) � 0 holds for all points (X;Y ) of CV then
the base is called the negative base of CV, see Fig. 3. To specify the other base we consider in this case all points
of CV having the maximum value of H. Let us call them the maximum points. If there are at least two such points
then the pair of maximum points having the greatest diameter is called the positive base of CV. If there is only one
maximum point then the positive base of CV consists of this single point. Similarly, if the condition H(X;Y ) � 0
holds for the base speci�ed by De�nition 2.2 for all points of CV then this base is the positive one and the negative
base is composed of minimum points, i.e. of points having the minimum value of H.

Previous publications3,7 have considered the right and the left bases with respect to the orientation of CV. This
notions depend upon the choice of the coordinate system: if the positive Y -axis may be reached by a 90 clockwise
rotation of the positive X-axis (as it is usual in image processing) then the negative base is the right one, i.e. it
lies to the right hand side of the points of CV, and vice versa. We prefer using here the notions of the positive and
negative bases rather then that of the right and the left ones since their recognition by means of the sign of H is
independent of the choice of the coordinate system. If the given digital curve CV is a DSS then its points have a
restricted distance from each of the bases.3

We use the topological coordinates as speci�ed above where each 0-cell (grid point) has a pair of integers as its
coordinates. All 0-cells (X;Y ) of a DSS satisfy the following two inequalities3:

0 � V �X � U � Y +W � jU j+ jV j � 1 (2)

where (U; V )T is the tangential vector parallel to the negative base of the DSS having mutually prime integer
components and W is an integer of constant value for the DSS and chosen such that V �X � U � Y +W be equal to
0 for any grid point (X;Y ) lying on the negative base. In what follows we denote the value of V �X �U �Y +W by
H(X;Y ). Consider a sequence of N adjacent points whose �rst N-1 points satisfy (2). Then if H(XN ; XN ) = �1,
which means that the point (XN ; XN ) does not belong to the DSS with the given parameters U , V and W , then
the parameters may be updated in such a way, that all N points belong to one DSS characterized by the updated
parameters.

This updating method is implemented in the function DSS Cont(), see Fig. 5 below. The value of H(X;Y ) = �1
corresponds to a \negative outlier", i.e. to a point which lies on the wrong side of the negative base. Similarly,
there might be a positive outlier. In this case H(X;Y ) is equal to jU j + jV j. In the cases of H(X;Y ) < �1 or
H(X;Y ) > jU j+ jV j there is no possibility of parameter adjustment, i.e. there exists no DSS containing all previous
points together with the current point (X;Y ).



2.3. Minimum Length Polygon

The MLP problem to be solved has been formulated above, see Section 2.1. For describing the method of �nding
the MLP we need the following de�nitions. Consider the sequence of 0-cells (points) which occur during tracing
the boundary @S of the given digital region S. The tracing is supposed to run in positive direction of rotation, i.e.
counterclockwise in the "mathematical" coordinate system, where the positive Y -axis points upwards, or clockwise
in the coordinate system used in image processing, where the positive Y -axis points downwards. Then a point of @S
is a convex vertex if the boundary curve makes a positive turn at this point, i.e. the angle between an oriented crack
and the positive X-axis increases. A point is a concave vertex in case of a negative turn, and a collinear vertex in
case of a zero turn. To recognize the sign of a turn it is common to use the determinant value:

det(P1; P2; P3) = (X2 �X1)(Y3 � Y1)� (Y2 � Y1)(X3 �X1) (3)

for three-point sequences Pi = (Xi; Yi), i = 1; 2; 3. The sign of the determinant value corresponds to the sign of the
turn in any ortho-normal coordinate system.

We consider a given binary image as a two-dimensional Cartesian ACC. The set of pixels having gray levels
di�erent from zero is considered to be a digital region S as de�ned above. We trace the boundary @S of S, detect its
0-cells where a non-zero turn takes place and put their coordinates into a list. Each entry in the list, called a vertex,
contains besides the coordinates the sign of the turn as explained above. The positive vertices are the convex ones,
the negative vertices are concave.

In Section 2.1 we have denoted the boundary @S by L1. It is known
12 that only the positive vertices of L1 may

become vertices of the MLP. On the other hand, negative vertices of L2 may also become vertices of the MLP. It is
easy to see that there exists a mapping from the set of negative vertices of L1 to that of L2 such that each negative
vertex of L2 corresponds to at least one such vertex of L1. The mapping is by a vector which is the sum of vectors
corresponding to oriented cracks incident with a given negative vertex V of L1, the cracks pointing away from V .
We replace each negative vertex of L1 in the list by the corresponding negative vertex of L2 simply by changing the
coordinates by �1 according to the direction of the incident cracks. Now the list contains all vertices which may
become vertices of the MLP. It is important that the vertices are ordered according to the order of the vertices of
L1. Thus the ordered vertices may be processed one after another.

A vertex of the list may become an MLP-vertex if the following conditions are ful�lled. Suppose we already know
that the ith vertex Ti of the list is an MLP-vertex. Another vertex Tj , j > i, may belong to the MLP if all positive
vertices T+

k with i < k < j lie on the positive side of (Ti; Tj) or are collinear with it, i.e. det(Ti; T
+

k ; Tj) � 0 holds.
Similarly, all negative vertices T�

l with i < l < j must lie on the negative side of (Ti; Tj) or be collinear with it.
Otherwise the pair (Ti; Tj) would cross either L1 or L2 which is not allowed. Suppose there exist two vertices { a
positive one denoted by W and a negative one denoted by B { both satisfying the above conditions. When testing
a vertex T from the list whether it may become an MLP-vertex, the following three situations may occur:

1. T lies to the positive side of the pair (Ti;W ), i.e. det(Ti;W; T ) � 0;

2. T lies to the negative side of the pair (Ti;W ) or is collinear with it and at the same time it lies to the positive
side of (Ti; B) or is collinear with it;

3. T lies to the negative side of the pair (Ti; B).

It is easy to see that in the case (2) T becomes a candidate for MLP and must replace either W or B corresponding
to the sign of T . It has been proven12 that in the case (1) W becomes the next MLP vertex. Similarly, in the case
(3) B becomes the next MLP vertex. The described analysis holds in a trivial way also in the case when either W
or B or both of them coincide with Ti. Thus it is possible to start with a vertex T1 which is known to be an MLP
vertex, to set W and B equal to T1 and then to test all subsequent vertices as described above. As soon as the next
MLP vertex is detected, it becomes the next starting point and so on.

3. ALGORITHMS

Both algorithms are described in detail to support reimplementations. The input sequence of grid points is assumed
to follow a boundary of a digital region. In other words, the coordinates of two subsequent points in the sequence
with indices i and i + 1 must satisfy the condition jXi+1 � Xij + jYi+1 � Yij = 1: In image analysis applications



program DSS_Perimeter (P[1:N]; Perim)

Begin

N_DSS:=-1; +++ not zero, index of first DSS

Perim:=0.0;

for i:=2 to N do

begin

dir:=F(P[i]-P[i-1]); +++ direction of the last step specified by F( )

If (i=2) then BRK:=1; +++ for the initialization of parameters at start

else BRK:=DSS_Cont(P[i], dir); +++ call of function DSS_Cont( )

If (BRK>0) then +++ an end point of a DSS is found

begin

StartN:=StartP:=P[i-1]; EndN:=EndP:=P[i];

Tang:=P[i]-P[i-1]; +++ vector subtraction

DIR[1]:=dir; DIR[2]:=-1; +++ DIR[2] is yet unknown

HN:=0; +++ HN stands for H(X,Y)

Vertex:=P[i-1];

N_DSS:=N_DSS+1;

If (i>2) then

Perim:=Perim+Distance(Vertex,P[i-1]); +++ Euclidean distance

end +++ of "If (BRK>0)"

end +++ of "for...do"

N_DSS:=N_DSS+1;

Perim:=Perim + Distance(Vertex,P[i]);

End. +++ of "DSS_Perimeter"

Figure 4. Estimation of the perimeter based on DSS segmentation of a boundary.

the sequence is being generated during a process of tracing, crack by crack, a boundary of a given digitized region.5

The input of both algorithms is a sequence of N grid points P [1 : N ] on a boundary of a simply connected digital
region S, each point being described by a data structure (P [i]:X; P [i]:Y ) containing the integer coordinates of the
ith point P [i]. Since a boundary is a closed loop, P [N ] must be equal to P [1]. For both algorithms the output is a
value Perim which is the DSS estimate or the MLP estimate of the perimeter of a given digital region S.

3.1. DSS Algorithm

The task consists in tracing a given digital curve crack by crack, and sequentially subdividing it into DSS's of
maximum length. To make the description more comprehensible we assume that all 0-cells (points) of the boundary
were put into the array P [1 : N ] speci�ed above. The DSS algorithm reads the N points P [i] one after another and
performs the following steps:

(i) initialize a recent DSS by a single crack,

(ii) consecutively test the current boundary point whether it still belongs to the recent DSS,

(iii) if this is not the case then try to adjust the parameters of the DSS in such a way that it contains all previous
points, i.e. from the beginning of the recent DSS up to the preceding point, as well as the current point, and

(iv) close the recent DSS and generate a DSS termination message if no adjustment is possible.

The algorithm DSS Perimeter is shown in Fig. 4. The algorithm uses variables

1. DIR[1:2] for an array containing both crack directions allowed for the recent DSS,

2. StartP , StartN , EndP , EndN for starting and end points of the positive and negative bases (each point is
described by a data structure (intX; Y ; ) containing its coordinates),

3. V ertex for the end point of the previous DSS described by a similar data structure,

4. Tang for a tangential vector specifying the direction of the bases of the actual DSS and described by a similar
data structure, while Tang:X = U and Tang:Y = V ,



function DSS_Cont (Point, dir)

Begin

If (DIR[2]<0 AND dir=DIR[1]) then +++ following the initial direction

begin

EndN:=EndP:=Point; +++ for EndN and EndP see Figure 3

return 0;

end

If (DIR[2]>=0 AND dir<>DIR[1] AND dir<>DIR[2]) then return 1;

+++ a third direction is prohibited.

If (DIR[2]<0 AND dir<>DIR[1]) then DIR[2]:=dir;

+++ a second direction has been found

switch(dir) +++ updating of the value of the left side of

begin +++ the inequality of the negative base half-plane

case 0: HN:=HN+Tang.Y; break; +++ HN stands for H(X,Y)

case 1: HN:=HN-Tang.X; break;

case 2: HN:=HN-Tang.Y; break;

case 3: HN:=HN+Tang.X; break;

end +++ of "switch"

If (HN>0 AND HN<abs(Tang.X)+abs(Tang.Y)-1) then

return 0; +++ allowed value of HN

If (HN<-1 OR HN>abs(Tang.X)+abs(Tang.Y)) then

return 1; +++ a non-repairable value

If (HN=0) then +++ Point is on the negative base

begin

EndN:=Point; return 0;

end +++ of "If (HN=0)"

If (HN=abs(Tang.X)+abs(Tang.Y)-1) then +++Point is on the positive base

begin

EndP:=Point; return 0;

end +++ of "If (HN=abs...)"

If (HN=-1) then +++ Point is a negative outlier, DSS is being adjusted:

begin

EndN:=Point; StartP:=EndP; Tang:=Point-StartN; +++ vector subtraction

HN=0; return 0;

end +++ of "If (HN=-1)"

If (HN=abs(Tang.X)+abs(Tang.Y)) then

+++ Point is a positive outlier, DSS is being adjusted:

begin

EndP:=Point; StartN:=EndN; Tang:=Point-StartP; +++ vector subtraction

HN=(Point.X-StartN.X)*Tang.Y-(Point.Y-StartN.Y)*Tang.X; return 0;

end +++ of "If (HN=abs...)"

End. +++ of "DSS_Cont"

Figure 5. Decision whether the recent DSS may be extended or not. If \yes" then parameters may be adjusted if
necessary.

5. HN for the integer value of H(X;Y ) of the left side of the linear inequality of the digital half-plane based on
the negative base of the DSS while HN is non-negative for the 0-cells of the DSS, and

6. N DSS for the index (label) of the DSS's just detected, i for the index of the current point, dir for the direction
of the last crack, dir 2 0; 1; 2; 3 and BRK as a ag for starting the next DSS if BRK = 1.

The integer function DSS Cont repeatedly called in the algorithm DSS Perimeter has as input the current point
Point described by the data structure (Point:X; Point:Y ) containing the coordinates of Point and the direction
dir of the last crack whose endpoint is Point. The output is equal to 0 if Point belongs to the recent, eventually
adjusted DSS, or it is equal to 1 if there exists no DSS containing the current point Point and all previous points.



The variables are as in algorithm DSS Perimeter. The algorithm for the integer function DSS Cont is sketched in
Fig. 5.

3.2. MLP Algorithm

As already explained in Section 2.1, this method is based on �nding the minimum length polygon which is contained
in the closure of the open boundary of a given digital region S and which circumscribes the boundary of the digital
region. The task could be speci�ed as calculating an MLP in a compact polyhedral set of the Euclidean plane which
has two disjoint isothetic polygonal curves (i.e. having only edges parallel to the coordinate axes) as its boundary,
namely the boundary L1 as its \inner boundary" and the demarcation line L2 as its \outer boundary". However,
we suggest here a simpler approach using only the set P [1 : N ] of the 0-cells of @S. During the tracing of @S all
its 0-cells where a turn takes place must be detected and their coordinates and signs of turns must be put into
the list of vertices. The algorithm then changes the coordinates of the concave vertices as explained in Section 2.3.
The list of vertices is represented by the array Turn[1 : NV ]. The �rst entry in Turn[1 : NV ] corresponds to the
uppermost-leftmost corner of S which is always an MLP vertex. The algorithm consists in repeating the procedure
of �nding the next MLP vertex when an MLP vertex is already known. The �rst MLP vertex is the �rst vertex
in Turn[1 : NV ], as explained above. The algorithm uses two movable points called the WHITE and the BLACK

program MLP_Perimeter (P[1:N]; Perim)

Array of points Turn[1:Nvert];

Array of points MLP[1:NMLP];

Begin +++ ***************************

call FindTurns(P; Turn; NVert); +++ puts the turns of P[] into

Turn[]

Perim:=0.0;

MLP[1]:=Turn[1];

iM:=iNeg:=iPos:=1; +++ the fist vertex belongs to MLP

for iV:=2 to NVert+1 do +++ ===========================

begin

If iV<=NVert then iP:=iV;

else iP:=1; +++ again to the starting vertex

If det(MLP[iM], Turn[iPos], Turn[iP])>0 then

begin +++ iP lies to positive side +++ --------

iM:=iM+1;

MLP[iM]:=Turn[iPos];

iV:=iNeg:=iPos;

Perim:=Perim+Distance(MLP[iM-1],MLP[iM]);

end +++ to positive side +++ --------

else

If det(MLP[iM], Turn[iNeg], Turn[iP])>=0 then

begin +++ iP in sector +++ --------------------

If Turn[iP].SIGN>0 then iPos:=iP;

else iNeg:=iP;

end +++ in sector +++ --------------------

else

begin +++ iP lies to negative side +++ --------

iM:=iM+1;

MLP[iM]:=Turn[iNeg];

iV:=iPos:=iNeg;

Perim:=Perim+Length(MLP[iM-1],MLP[iM]);

end +++ to negative side +++ --------

end +++ for iV... +++ ===========================

End; +++ of program MLP_Perimeter +++ ***************************

Figure 6. MLP algorithm.
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Figure 7. Finding the next MLP vertex: the numbers indicate subsequent vertices in the list Turn[1 : NV ] (dotted
line); 1 is the already known MLP vertex; 3 and 5 are subsequent positions of WHITE; 2,4 and 6 are that of BLACK;
the vertex 7 does not lie between the negative (black line) and positive (white line) sides of the sector (6,1,5), therefore
5 is the next MLP vertex.

beetles to label the vertices which are candidates for the next MLP vertex. At start both WHITE and BLACK are
set equal to the known MLP vertex. The algorithm reads the vertices of Turn[1 : NV ] one after another and steps
ones again to the �rst vertex after having reached the last one. The algorithm performs for every vertex T the test
described in Section 2.3. After the test either one of the beetles moves to T or one of them becomes the next MLP
vertex M . In the latter case the beetles and the current vertex T move to M . In the next step of the loop T moves to
the vertex next after M . The algorithm repeats the procedure until the current vertex reaches again the �rst vertex
in Turn[1 : NV ].

The algorithmMLP Perimeter is shown in Fig. 3.2. Its input is the same as that of DSS Perimeter: a sequence
P [1 : N ] of N grid points on the boundary @S. Its output is the value Perim which is the MLP estimate of the
perimeter of S. The algorithm uses the following variables:

1. Turn[1 : NV ] is an array of vertices as described above. Each entry contains the coordinates and the sign as
a value +1 or -1,

2. MLP [1 : NM ] is an array of vertices of the MLP,

3. iV, iP and iM are indices of elements in these arrays,

4. Nvert is the number of vertices found by the procedure "FindTurns" as described above,

5. iNeg and iPos are indices pointing to the "beetles" BLACK and WHITE, correspondingly,

6. the function det( ) calculates the determinate value for three points as described above, and

7. the function Distance( ), the same as in DSS Perimeter, calculates the Euclidean distance between two points.

4. DIGITIZATION AND MULTIGRID CONVERGENCE

The preimage is assumed to be a bounded compact set � in the Euclidean plane. A grid constant � speci�es the
length of a grid edge of an orthogonal grid in this plane. For studying multigrid convergence of calculated features we
decrease the value of � de�ning �ner and �ner grids. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the squares and
the pixels of the ACC containing the digital region. For the DSS method it is assumed that a pixel belongs to the
digital region SDSS� i� at least 50% of the area of the corresponding square belongs to �. For the MLP method it is
assumed that a pixel belongs to the digital region SMLP

� i� the corresponding closed square is completely contained
in the interior of �.

In our experiments we use the following approximations: a pixel belongs to SDSS� i� the midpoint of the corre-
sponding square is in � (the midpoint scheme), and it belongs to SMLP

� i� all four vertices of the square are in �
(the four-vertex scheme). For example, the digital regions in Fig. 1 have been generated assuming an identical region
� in the real plane as a preimage. The boundary of � is shown there as a dashed line.



Figure 8. The six regions used for multigrid digitizations.

Six di�erent regions � have been used in our experiments (see Fig. 8: the function graph of the sinc function

y = sin(16� � x)=(64� � x) within a bounded interval symmetric to the y-axis, a square rotated by 45o, a square
rotated by 22:5o, a halfmoon generated by two overlapping circles of identical size, a circle, and the yin-part in the
Chinese yinyang symbol. All regions have been digitized for all grid resolutions between n = 32 (i.e. � = 1) and
n = 1024 (i.e. � = 1=32), including these two values. For the resulting digital regions the DSS partition and the
MLP were calculated allowing to compute the DSS estimate and the MLP estimate of the perimeter of region �.

The error is de�ned as the percentage of the absolute value of the di�erence between the true perimeter and the
calculated perimeter, to the true perimeter. The number of generated segments allows to specify another interesting
trade-o� measure. The product of error times number of segments informs about the e�ciency of the convergence:
if this product decreases faster or increases slower for algorithm A in comparison to the second algorithm B then
algorithm A is more e�cient in achieving reduced errors without generating too many new segments. Figure 9 shows
the resulting diagrams for the error (sliding mean of 64 values) and for the trade-o� values (again sliding mean of 64
values) averaged for all six examples of regions. The elongated peak of the Yinyang curve has a special impact on
slowing down convergence to the true value.

Figure 9. These diagrams illustrate the behavior of both methods for the six selected regions as shown in Fig. 8
which have been digitized for grids of resolution 32, 33, ..., 1024. Left: The sliding means (averages of 64 values) of
errors are shown for a logarithic scale, with or without the results for the Yinyang region. Right: Trade-o� diagram
with scale "error percent times number of generated segments".



5. CONCLUSIONS

Typically the DSS errors in estimating the true perimeter have been at 0:1% or lower for grid resolutions of 600 or
higher, also for non-convex regions such as the halfmoon or the sinc-curve. The errors were slightly larger for the
yin-part of the Yinyang symbol. The DSS algorithm was with respect to run time behavior considerably faster than
the implemented MLP algorithm. The DSS algorithm also shows in general faster convergence and a better e�ciency
with respect to our trade-o� measure, see Fig. 9. The MLP is uniquely de�ned.12 The DSS partition may (slightly)
change depending upon the starting point and the orientation. Algorithms for calculating maximum length DSS's
have been considered by many authors for more than 20 years. Calculations of MLP's could be still an interesting
subject for discussing alternative algorithms. The midpoint digitization scheme could also be used for studying the
MLP method because the four-vertex scheme might be a reason that MLP \typically" approximates the curve length
from below but DSS results \typically" oscillate (i.e. there are both positive and negative di�erences) around the
true value.
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